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Political Economy of Secession: Global Waves of
State-Seeking Nationalism, 1492 to Present
Sahan S. Karatasli

Through an empirical analysis of nationalist movements of the world from 1492 to
2013, this chapter argues that state-seeking nationalism has been characterized by a
cyclical pattern in core and semi-peripheral regions of the capitalist world economy.
Due to uneven development of capitalism, this pattern is very diﬀerent from the patterning of peripheral decolonization. In core and semi-peripheral regions of the worldeconomy, state-seeking nationalist movements tend to rise during “contentious conjunctures” periods of historical capitalism—which are characterized by simultaneous
and prolonged crises in social, economic and geopolitical spheres—and decline during
material expansion and world-hegemony periods. Empirical analysis presented in the
chapter shows that financial expansion processes produce contentious conjunctures
and hence contribute to the emergence of global waves of nationalism. After presenting the empirical pattern in the light of statistical and comparative-historical evidence,
the chapter examines diﬀerent phases of contentious conjunctures and discusses three
major mechanisms that produce global waves of state-seeking nationalism.

Introduction
On October 1, 2017, more than two million Catalans demanded an independent republic in a referendum which had been declared illegal by the Constitutional Court
of Spain. Independence side won receiving 92 percent of the votes. Consequently,
on October 27, the Parliament of Catalonia declared unilateral independence from
Spain. As a response, the Spanish government took unprecedented measures to
avoid Catalan independence and assumed direct control over some of Catalonia’s
autonomous powers.
Catalan referendum was not the only bid for independence that recently took
place. It occurred almost simultaneously with the non-binding independence referendum in Iraqi Kurdistan, where 93 percent of the voters demanded independence. The Catalan and the Kurdish eﬀorts for independence also took place during
heightened debates regarding a second independence referendum for Scotland. In
the previous 2014 referendum, Scottish pro-independence vote had increased to
a historic 45 percent but failed to achieve the necessary majority. At the time, the
main dilemma many Scottish voters faced was that if they gained their indepen----------------Karatasli, Sahan S. (2018). "Political Economy of Secession: Global Waves of State-Seeking Nationalism,
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dence, they would be unable to stay in the European Union. Now, the tables have
turned. During the 2016 “Brexit” vote, 62 percent of the Scots—as well as 56 percent of the Northern Irish population— voted to stay in the European Union while
England and Wales decided to leave. Within hours of the closing of the polls, many
pro-independence parties and groups in Scotland and Northern Ireland—first and
foremost the Scottish National Party (SNP) and Sinn Fein—raised the possibility of
independence referenda under these radically new conditions.
Far from being isolated incidents, these events are all interlinked parts of radical
changes we have been observing in the geopolitical landscape of the world since the
turn of the 21st century. In recent years, we have been witnessing a global resurgence
of nationalism by communities belonging to existing states (i.e. state-led nationalism) as well as nationalist tendencies by stateless communities aiming to produce
new independent states (i.e. state-seeking nationalism). Although these two tendencies are closely linked to each other, the primary focus of this chapter is the latter tendency: the curious and unexpected resurgence of state-seeking nationalist
movements around the world.
In contrast to perspectives claiming that the importance of nation-states would
decline and secessionist nationalism and other kinds of state-formation attempts
would gradually move to the dustbin of history due to forces of globalization, a wide
spectrum of state-seeking movements are rapidly resurfacing around the world in
synchrony with rising economic, geopolitical and social crises. A brief look at some
of the major political events in recent years will suﬃce to illustrate that movements
aiming to establish new states are far from being over. In Ukraine, for instance, the
2014 Euromaidan Revolution and the following Russian military intervention led
to a series of state-seeking movements in Crimea and the Donbass region. Crimea’s
declaration of independence and its immediate request to become a part of Russia
was interpreted as an act of annexation by Russia, the first in Europe since the end
of the World War II. In the aftermath of this crisis, pro-Russian secessionist forces
in the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts of Ukraine also followed the Crimean model,
proclaimed their republics and held referenda seeking legitimacy in May 2014.
Likewise, during the chaos of the Syrian internationalized civil war, the selfproclaimed “Islamic State” in the Middle East declared the restoration of the caliphate in 2014, which had been abolished since 1924. After the declaration, the
Islamic State of Iraq and Levant (ISIL) aﬃrmed its territorial claims in Libya, Egypt,
Algeria, Saudi Arabia and Yemen and continued to dismantle the geopolitical architecture of the Middle East created by the Sykes-Picot agreement. In the course
of the Syrian civil war, Kurdish militia forces in Syria also gained the control of the
Rojava region, proclaimed their self-rule, gained the de facto autonomy of the Afrin,
Jazira and Kobané cantons, and declared an interim constitution in January 2014. It
was partly these actions by ISIL on the one hand and Kurds in Rojava on the other
hand that pushed Masoud Barzani to organize the 2017 independence referendum
in Iraqi Kurdistan. Rival Kurdish political groups in the Middle East believe that the
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Middle East region has entered a new phase, which produce various opportunities
for Kurds to determine their future status.
Western and Southern Europe is not immune from the rising tide of secessionist
nationalism either. In addition to the Catalans in Spain, centrifugal secessionist tendencies can also be found in Flemish and Walloon movements in Belgium, Basques
in Spain, Corsicans in France, Venetians (and Lega Nord) in Italy, the Northern Irish
and even the Welsh—despite their “Brexit” vote—in the United Kingdom.
If we turn our gaze to rest of the world, we can also count the Quebecois in Canada,
the Uyghur and the Tibetan nationalist movements in China, the Palestinians in the
Middle East, the South Yemeni movement in Yemen, the Pashtun and the Baluch
movements in Afghanistan and Pakistan, the Tuaregs in Mali, the Saharawi movement in Western Sahara, the Somaliland and the Puntland movements in Somalia,
the South Ossetians and the Abkhazians in Georgia, the Aceh and West Papuans
in Indonesia and various other secessionist movements in Congo and Nigeria.
Needless to say, this is a highly heterogeneous and still a partial list of existing stateseeking movements in the 21st century. While it is diﬃcult to estimate with certain
precision how many active state-seeking movements are there in the world in the
21st century, even according to conservative measures, there are more than a hundred movements as seen in Figure 1.
Figure 1 illustrates that there are still considerable number of movements around
the world struggling for independence. Yet, it does not help us assess whether intensity of these movements have been increasing or decreasing. If there is an increase
in the frequency of state-seeking movements, we also need to answer, why we see
such resurgence. To answer these questions, this chapter examines the temporal
patterning of state-seeking movements in the world from late 16th century to present, and introduces a world-historical explanation to the resurgence of state-seeking movements in the early 21st century. I put forward three related arguments.
First, I argue that we have been experiencing a major resurgence in the frequency of state-seeking movements in the world. Unlike widely assumed, however, these
movements are neither reactions against globalization nor products of enduring
primordial ethnic or national identities. They are consequences of the deepening
of a multiplicity of interlinked crises in economic, geopolitical and social spheres,
which reduce states’ capacity to maintain their hegemony over their subjects/citizens and to keep existing secessionist tensions under control and provide various
structural opportunities for state-seeking nationalist mobilization.
Second, the resurgence of state-seeking movements around the world in the
21st century is a continuation of a rising tide of secessionism that started in the late
1960s and early 1970s, when the U.S.-centered capitalist world-economy and the inter-state system entered into a period of instability and crisis (Arrighi, 1994; Arrighi
and Silver, 1999; Wallerstein, 2000). This vicious cycle produced the surprising revival of nationalist movements in the advanced, industrialized, developed regions
of the “West” in the late 1960s and the early 1970s, and came to a peak with the
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Figure 1: Active secessionist movements of the 21st century

Status
Active independence
movements
Gained independence
Population
1 000 000
8 000 000
15 000 000
23 000 000
30 000 000

Notes: Each of the encyclopedias includes around 350 active state-seeking nationalist movements in the
world. Figure 1 shows state-seeking nationalist movements that are common in both of these encyclopedias
as well as the international press. The figure eliminates movements if their claim or activities for independence are not visible in the international press since 2000. Size of circles reflects relative size of populations of
these stateless nations (as of 2002). White circles show movements which already gained their independence
after 2000.
Source: Author’s calculation from Encyclopedia of Stateless Nations (Minahan, 2002), Encyclopedia of Modern
Separatist Movements (Hewitt and Cheetham, 2000) and digitized news reports provided by LexisNexis and
Proquest newspaper archives (also see Karatasli et al., 2012).

dissolution of the USSR in the 1988–1992 period. It may be diﬃcult to establish the
immediate links between the revival of nationalism in the “West” in the 1960s and
the 1970s and the contemporary rise of state-seeking nationalism in the 21st century
because this period was interrupted (and intermediated) by the U.S.-led financial
expansion and globalization process. Instead of solving the multiplicity of crisis in
economic, geopolitical and social spheres, however, the U.S.-led financial expansion
and globalization process started to produce much deeper crises in these spheres
in the early 21st century. This ongoing vicious cycle has been manifesting itself as
an intensification of an interlinked chain of economic crises, geopolitical conflicts
and social revolts and revolutions on a global scale. The escalation of these conten-
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tious processes has not only been reducing states’ capacity to contain secessionist
conflicts through eﬀective use of coercion and consent but has also been producing
various unusual structural opportunities for state-seeking mobilization on a world
scale.
Third, I maintain that this is not the first time that we see such a multiplicity of
interlinked crises in economic, geopolitical and social spheres—intermediated by
financial expansion processes—producing a global wave of secessionism. On the
contrary, from the mid-15th century to present, emergence of prolonged periods of
interlinked crises in these spheres—which I call as “contentious conjunctures”—has
been an integral part of the evolution of historical capitalism and the inter-state
system. Every financial expansion period of historical capitalism (Arrighi, 1994) has
produced “contentious conjunctures” and led to the emergence of a global wave of
state-seeking movements within the boundaries of the capitalist world-economy,
especially in core and semi-peripheral regions. Pendulum-like movement of global
political economy, swinging back and forth between material expansion (of trade
and production) and financial expansion periods has produced successive cycles of
state-seeking movements in the longue durée, especially in core and semiperipheral
regions.

The method: A longue durée analysis of state-seeking
movements
In order to understand the present and near future of state-seeking nationalism
in the 21st century, we need to overcome two major biases prevalent in the literature. The first bias is related to the use of relatively short time horizon for analyzing
the historical trajectory of movements and making generalizations about the near
future (Silver and Karatasli, 2015). From 1945 to late the 1990s, for instance, the
widely shared expectation regarding the demise of state-seeking nationalist movements around the world was partly based on extrapolations from short-term trends.
Of course, when compared with level of state-seeking movements in and around
World War I—which was the greatest wave of state-seeking nationalism the world
has seen until that time—nationalism seemed to come to an end in the post-World
War II era, especially in advanced, industrialized Western regions. This expectation
was repeatedly declared by scholars of international relations (Carr, 1945), political
scientists (Deutsch, 1953) or historians of nationalism (Shafer, 1955; Kohn, 1956).
Hence revival of nationalism in Western regions (advanced, industrialized) of the
world (e.g. the Northern Irish and the Scottish movements in the United Kingdom,
the Quebecois movement in Canada or the Basque movement in Spain) in the late
1960s and early 1970s came as a major surprise and was perceived as an anomalous
trend.
Indeed, the massive wave of decolonization of the 1945–1970 era was also
among such surprises. The elimination of imperial administrations in the colonial
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world by movements of national liberation was an inconceivable situation in the
early 1940s (Hobsbawm, 1992, 169). Later on, however, it became commonplace
for social and political scientists to describe it as an inevitable trend. Likewise, even
in the mid-1980s, no one expected the dissolution of the USSR. On the contrary,
most social scientists and scholars of nationalism perceived the disintegration of
the USSR almost as an “impossible” event (Beissinger, 2002). Many overoptimistic
expectations regarding the decline of nationalism in the West and the stability of
existing modern state structures were often reinforced by empirical analysis with a
relatively short-term temporal frame.
Longer historical perspectives help overcome this myopic bias by revealing macro-structural processes that link social and political movements in space and time.
A good example is Bergesen and Schoenberg’s (1980) classic study of long waves of
colonization and decolonization. Using a dataset they compiled from Henige’s catalog of colonial governments from 1415 to 1969, Bergesen and Schoenberg (1980)
analyzed colonization and decolonization processes in the entire history of the
world-system. This long historical study not only helped social scientists observe
successive waves of colonization and decolonization but also started a major discussion about structural dynamics that produced these patterns (see Bergesen, 1985).
The emerging debate made a major contribution to structural dynamics of colonization and decolonization. From this scholarship, we learned that during world hegemonic crisis, inter-great power rivalry increases, economic competition turns into
political competition, inter-state system becomes very unstable and interactions
between these processes produce a race for colonization. During periods of world
hegemonies, however, inter-great power rivalry pacifies, need for direct colonial
rule decreases and these processes help produce a major wave of decolonization
(see Figure 2). These long historical studies also revealed very interesting similarities
between waves of decolonization of Latin America in the early 19th century during
the British world hegemony and decolonization of Asia and Africa in the mid-20th
century during the U.S. world hegemony, despite the obvious diﬀerences between
these two distinct forms of decolonization movements.
This brings us to the second bias: making generalizations from a limited number of cases, from selected economic or geographic regions, or from specific forms
of movements. Of course, compared to the 1970s and 1980s, today, more scholars
recognize that to be able to make generalizations about temporal-spatial patterns of
movements, you need to examine all relevant cases as an interlinked totality. What
is still less widely understood, however, is that diﬀerent movements—interlinked
to each other in space-time through structural processes—might be aﬀected by the
same macro-processes in very diﬀerent ways. The temporal patterning of nationalist
movements in peripheral regions of the world economy for instance does not have
to be in synchrony with nationalist movements in core regions. In a major study on
waves of nationalism and nation-state formation in the world from 1815 to 2001,
for instance, Wimmer (2013) tests Strang’s theory of decolonization, which builds
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Figure 2: Number of colonies in the world
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Notes: Five year aggregates for successful decolonization activities are shown. Post-1970 instances of decolonization are updated at http://www.irows.ucr.edu/cd/appendices/socchange/data/colanddecol.xls, last retrieved August 31, 2015.
Source: Data from Henige (1970). See Bergesen and Schoenberg (1980) for the original study on long waves
of colonialism and decolonization using Henige’s (1970) data.

upon the original Bergesen and Schoenberg (1980) study and links waves of decolonization to Wallerstein’s (1974) world hegemonic cycles. Wimmer (2013) finds
no robust quantitative evidence supporting the theory. Does this mean that worldhegemonic cycles or macro-structural economic and geopolitical processes do not
have an eﬀect on the temporal patterning of state-seeking movements as a whole?
Before we reach this conclusion, however, we need to take into consideration an
alternative explanation: same world-hegemonic cycles might aﬀect state-seeking
movements in core and peripheral regions in diﬀerent ways.
Because of uneven development of capitalism and the inter-state system, not all
regions of the world are aﬀected from these world-hegemonic cycles in the same
way. In each phase of the cycle, there is a major unevenness in states’ capacity to
contain state-seeking movements through coercion and consent based on their
geo-economic locations. This ability to coercion and consent to contain nationalism is closely linked to what Deborah Yashar (2005, 6) calls as the “reach of the state,”
understood in terms of the “state’s actual penetration throughout the country and
its capacity to govern society.” While this capacity is never absolute in any state, its
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degree is not independent from states’ position in the world-economy and interstate system hierarchy. While this capacity is much higher in states that politically
and economically benefit from material expansion of trade and production during
world hegemonies (such as “developed,” “core” states of capitalist world-economy),
it is much lower in the “underdeveloped” peripheral regions, including many dependent territories, colonies and post-colonial states. Because political-economic
development of core regions is organically linked to the underdevelopment of these
“peripheral” regions, during world hegemonies, while people residing in core regions might benefit from economic growth and prosperity, people residing in peripheral regions do not. This has diﬀerent eﬀects on states’ capacity to contain nationalism during world hegemonies. This capacity is stronger in core regions but
much weaker in peripheral regions.
Similar relational processes can be observed in the uneven patterning of war and
peace relationships. As I will elaborate in following sections, periods of wars and prolonged conflicts also reduce states’ capacity to eﬀective govern their subjects and to
contain state-seeking movements, while periods of peace and stability increase this
capacity. Yet international peace has never been distributed evenly across the world.
To give one example, when social scientists use generalizations like “Hundred Years’
Peace” (of the 1815–1914 era), which Karl Polanyi (2001 [1944], 5) sees as a “phenomenon unheard of in the annals of Western civilization,” they often ignore the
fact that this “peace” was not global. Every time that peace was established among
great powers in the global North (after the Treaty of Tordesillas of 1494, the Peace of
Westphalia of 1648, the Peace of Vienna in 1815 and the establishment of the United
Nations in 1945), the global South turned into an arena of warfare and conquest.
These sorts of diﬀerent, yet relational, processes inevitably had a major impact on
the uneven geographical patterning of social revolts and revolutions as well as stateseeking mobilization on a global scale.
This tendency towards uneven geographical patterning of state-seeking nationalism is further amplified by geopolitical interests of emerging world hegemonic
powers. Establishment of world hegemonies—such as the Dutch world hegemony,
the British world hegemony and the U.S. world hegemony—play a key role in the
demise of vicious cycles of interlinked crises in economic, geopolitical and social
spheres by stabilizing international order. Hence during world hegemonies, stateseeking nationalism in core and semiperipheral regions start to decrease. In the
course of their escalation to global political and economic preeminence, however,
new world-hegemons have also been interested in liquidating the colonial and territorial possessions of former world-hegemons and/or rival great powers (Karatasli
and Kumral, 2017). In this pursuit, they have used two strategies: direct military
conquests and supporting the subject polities of these rival great powers in independence. From one world hegemony to another, however, the role played by direct
military conquests tended to decrease and the role played by supporting independence movements tended to increase. For instance, the British support for Latin
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American independence movements in the 19th century was much higher than the
Dutch in the 16th century; and the U.S. support for decolonization (in rivalry with
the USSR) in the mid-20th century was much higher than the British. That’s why
from one world hegemony to another, decolonization movements tended to increase in synchrony with the establishment of new world hegemonies, as identified
by Bergesen and Schoenberg’s (1980) study (see Figure 2).

The pattern: Global waves of state-seeking movements,
1492 to present
To be able to assess the trajectory of state-seeking nationalism in the 21st century,
then, we need to expand the geographical and temporal scope of the analysis more
than conventionally done; and pay attention to diﬀerential consequences of macrostructural processes. In order to analyze state-seeking nationalism in the longue
durée without being anachronistic, we also need to introduce a more general and
broader conceptualization of state-seeking nationalism. For this purpose, in my research, I compiled a new major database—State-Seeking Nationalist Movements
(SSNM) database—which helps observe a wide spectrum of state-seeking movements from 1492 to 2013 (Karatasli, 2013). In the construction of the SSNM database, I defined state-seeking movements as socio-political movements of stateless
communities that seek to establish an independent state and to become a member
of an inter-state system. This definition has its roots in Charles Tilly’s definition of
state-seeking nationalism, which occurs when “some population that currently did
not have collective control of a state claim . . . an autonomous political status, or
even a separate state” (Tilly, 1994, 133). This definition also builds upon Weber’s
(1946, 172) definition of nation as “a community of sentiment which would adequately manifest itself in a state of its own; hence, [as] a community which normally
tends to produce a state of its own.” According to this definition, what characterizes
a nation is not a set of objective criteria such as language, ethnicity, religion, or common myths of origins but the collective demand for an independent state. Stateseeking nationalism aims to make the “political (governance) unit” and “national
unit” congruent (Gellner, 1983; Hechter, 2001) by acts of secession, irrespective of
competing foci of aﬃliation such as language, ethnicity, race, religion or common
myths of origins.
Building upon this definition, for the 1815–2013 period, the SSNM dataset uses
news reports about state-seeking movements from digitized newspaper archives of
the Guardian / Observer and New York Times (Karatasli, 2013). In contrast to datasets which only focus only on successive nation-state formation attempts or only on
nationalist armed conflicts, the SSNM dataset includes a wide spectrum of action
repertoires—which includes peaceful rallies and demonstrations for independence,
independence referenda, violent uprisings, armed conflicts, unrecognized declarations of independence—by any geographically concentrated community which
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demands an independent state for their own. For earlier periods, I compiled another dataset which includes a list of revolutionary situations and conflicts involving
state-seeking movements from 1492 to 1830 in regions of the world that have been
incorporated into the capitalist world-economy.1
Using the SSNM database, Figure 3 and 4 documents historical trajectory of
state-seeking movements within the boundaries of the capitalist world Economy.
Figure 3 focuses on the 1492–1830 period and shows the frequency of state-seeking movements in regions where historical capitalism expanded until that point:
Western Europe, North America, Latin America and Eastern Europe. As Figure 3
shows, there are major cycles of state-seeking movements within the boundaries of
the capitalist world-economy which broadly overlap with contentious conjunctures
of the Genoese-Iberian systemic cycle (1560–1648) and the Dutch systemic cycle
(1760–1815).
First of these contentious conjunctures—mediated by Genoese-led financialization—coincided with the escalation of state-seeking movements concentrated
in Europe including the Dutch War of Independence (1568–1648), the revolt of
Moriscos (1568), the Aragon rebellion (1591), the Catalan uprising (1640–1659), rebellions in Wallachia and Moldovia (1594–1598), the Portuguese War for independence (1640–1668), the secessionist plot in Andalusia (1641), revolutions in Naples
(1647) and Sicily (1647), and various Protestant revolts in Western Europe and
Central Europe (e.g. in Hungary in 1605–1606) which aimed create new “national”
states.2 In this cycle, Dutch and Portuguese revolts became successful in establishing
new states, and the Old Swiss Confederacy (Republica Helvetiorum) gained recognition, hence de jure independence. Although Catalonia proclaimed Catalan Republic
in 1641 and revolt in Naples led to the establishment of Neapolitan Republic in
1647, these republics were soon suppressed. All other movements failed.
The second contentious conjuncture period was the 1760–1815 era—mediated by Dutch-led financial expansion—which overlapped with a major wave of
secessionist movements on both sides of the Atlantic. Although the successful revolt of the Thirteen Colonies against the British Empire (aka the American War
of Independence 1775–1783) is the most well-known anti-colonial struggle of the
period, it was not the only one. There was a larger wave of state-seeking revolts by
1 It was Charles Tilly who first used a dataset of “revolutionary situations” to analyze historical development of nationalism in Europe from 1492 to 1992 (Tilly, 1994). The revolutionary
situations dataset of the SSNM database expands Tilly’s data in space—by including involve all
non-European locations that have been incorporated into the capitalist world-economy between
1492 and 1815—and in time by going back to 1492. In identifying regions already incorporated
into the capitalist world-economy, I relied on the findings of Incorporation Research Working
Group of Fernand Braudel Center at State University of New York, Binghamton (Hopkins et al.,
1987; also see Karatasli, 2017).
2 There are also religious movements (e.g. French Wars of Religion in 1585–1598) and conflicts
in the British Isles (such as the Irish Revolt of 1641) with weak/unclear secessionist demands.
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Figure 3: Intensity of state-seeking movements (nine year m.a.), 1492–1829
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Notes: Left scale: number of revolutionary situations involving state-seeking movements.
Source: SSNM Database (Karatasli, 2013).

indigenous and creole populations against Spanish and Portuguese Empires in the
South. In Central and South America, the Mayan Indian’s revolt in Yucatan in 1761
(which proclaimed the independence of Yucatan from Spain) under Jacinto Canek,
the Quito insurrection of Guatemala against Spain of 1765, the Guanajuanto revolt in 1767, the new Granada revolt in 1774, the Tupac Amaru II Rebellion (1780–
1781), and the independence movement of the captaincy of Minas Gerais from the
Kingdom of Portugal (1788–1789) were among the other movements which demanded an independent state of their own in the American colonies in this wave.
It must also be noted that movements that led to the first great wave of decolonization in the first half of the 19th century also originated during this contentious
conjuncture. Furthermore, the independence movement of Saint-Domingue (Haiti)
against the French Republic—which achieved its victory in 1801 and became the
first successful slave revolt to create a state for its own—also belongs to this period.
The Haitian revolution became a model and a major source of inspiration for various state-seeking slave revolts in the Americas. Europe was not immune to these
developments either. The Corsica rebellion of 1768–1769 against French invasion
was among the first upheavals. The United Irishmen revolted repeatedly against
the British rule in 1798, 1800 and 1803 but they failed to establish an independent
state of their own. The Brabantian Revolution—temporarily creating the short-lived
United Belgian states in 1790—and emerging revolts in Hungary and northern Italy
started to challenge the rule of Joseph II of Austria. Furthermore in Eastern Europe
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Figure 4: Intensity of state-seeking movements (nine year m.a), 1820–2013
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first centrifugal tendencies against the Ottoman Empire in its European territories
(e.g. Greek, Cretan, Serbian and Bulgarian revolts) and the 1794–1795 Polish rebellion against Russia took place in this period.
Figure 4 turns our gaze to the last two centuries and illustrates the increasing
complexity of spatial-temporal patterning of state-seeking movements from 1815
to 2013. The trajectory of state-seeking movements in this period has recurrent aspects of the earlier era as well as some novel features. One of the recurrent features
is that two contentious conjunctures of this era also coincide with two major cycles
of state-seeking mobilization. One of the novel features is that the intensity of stateseeking movements during material expansion periods (and world-hegemonies) is
much higher than former periods. As Figure 4 shows, in addition to the sporadic
revolts in concentrating in Western regions, Eastern Europe and Latin America in
1830, 1848 and 1860s during the British material expansion and world-hegemony,
there is a major cycle of state-seeking movements in Sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia,
North Africa and the Middle East during the U.S. material expansion concentrating
on the peripheral colonies in the 1960s. An important feature of the global wave of
state-seeking movements of the 1960s is the extremely low level of mobilization in
Western and Eastern European territories, which constitute the major portion of
the global waves of the 1890–1933 period as well as 1973–present. We explained
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why we must expect peripheral-colonial regions of the capitalist world-economy
to have a diﬀerent temporal patterning than non-colonial core and semiperipheral
regions above. If we leave this massive wave of decolonization that took place primarily in peripheral colonies temporarily aside, we can see that the two other major
cycles of state-seeking movements coincide with two financial expansion periods.
The first contentious conjuncture period of this era is the 1873–1929/45 period,
mediated by British-led financialization—which coincided with the strongest wave
of state-seeking nationalism in world history until that point. This major wave of
nationalism, interlinked with wars, social revolutions and imperialist conquests,
dissolved almost all existing formal empires including the Ottoman Empire, the
Austrian-Hungarian empire, and—albeit temporarily—the Russian Empire and
even large territories in China under the Qing dynasty. From 1876 to 1915, alone, as
Lieven puts it, one quarter of the world’s surface changed hands. Eruption of the two
world-wars brought this transformation to a much higher level. From the beginning
of the First World War to the end of the Second World War, 33 new states joined the
modern inter-state system and 45 other nations declared their independence and
proclaimed states for themselves but were not recognized (Minahan, 2002, 2121–
2125). In Europe and the Middle East, for instance, the Republic of Flanders (1917),
the Republic of Abkhazia (1918 and 1920), the Rhineland Republic (1919 and 1923),
the Democratic and Socialist Republic of Bavaria (1918), the Euzkadi Republic
(1931), the Catalan Republic (1931 and 1934), the Alawite Republic of Latakia
(1939) and the Kingdom of Montenegro (1941) declared their independence but
they were not recognized.3 There was a longer list of nationalist movements—such
as the Kurds in the Middle East—who struggled for their independence in this contentious conjuncture but failed to gain it.
The second contentious conjuncture of this period is the one we are still living
in today. The vicious cycle started with the signal crisis of the U.S. world hegemony
in the 1968/73 period, led to the financialization of world economy in the late 1980s
and the 1990s, and has started to link political-economic crisis with geopolitical crisis since the turn of the 21st century. This most recent contentious conjuncture also
coincided with a series of state-seeking mobilization on a world scale. This emergent wave of state-seeking movements started in the late 1960s and the 1970s in
Western Europe (e.g. the Scottish and Welsh movements in the United Kingdom,
the Catalan and Basque movements in Spain, the Flemish and Walloon movements
3 We can also count the Finnish Socialist Workers’ Republic (1918), the Slovak Soviet Republic
(1919), and the Serbian-Hungarian Baranya-Baja Republic (1921) which were set up by the communist revolutions but were suppressed; the Idel-Ural State (1917–1918), the Belarusian People’s
Republic (1918), the Hutsul Republic (1919) and the Ukrainian People’s Republic (1917–1920)
which were set up by anti-Bolshevik forces and eventually suppressed by Red Army and the
Bolsheviks during the Civil War; the Komancza Republic (1918–1919), the Banat Republic (1918)
and the Republic of Prekmurje (1919) among these unrecognized declarations of independence.
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in Belgium, Brittany and Occitanie in France, and the Quebecois movement in
Canada); it came to a peak in the 1990s with the dissolution of the USSR and the
Eastern bloc countries and rising secessionist movements around the world. After
a short-term decline during the U.S.-led financial globalization era, state-seeking
movements started to rise again, especially in Western regions since the turn of
the century. This period is still unfolding in front of our eyes and producing the
rapid intensification of state-seeking movements around the world, from Scotland
to Eastern Ukraine, from Kurdish regions in Iraq and Syria, to Catalonia.

Empirical evidence: Systemic cycles of accumulation and
state-seeking nationalism in the West
When we conpare the patterns of decolonization and patterns of state-seeking nationalism as a whole, we will that the dynamics of state-seeking nationalism in colonial and peripheral regions of the world-economy are diﬀerent from those of the
non-colonial core and semiperipheral countries. In contrast to colonial peripheral
regions, frequency of state-seeking movements seem to increase not during material expansion and world hegemony periods but during financial expansion and
world hegemonic crisis periods.
In order to more directly examine whether or not levels of state-seeking movements were significantly greater in number during periods of financial expansion/
world-hegemonic transition than periods of material expansion/world-hegemonic
consolidation, Figure 5 and Table 1 compare levels of state-seeking movements in
core and semiperipheral regions during each phase of Genoese-Iberian, Dutch,
British and U.S. systemic cycles.
Figure 5 illustrates boxplots showing the distribution of state-seeking movements in each period using the same data. In the boxplots, I also located the positions of both mean and median, to illustate changes in the distribution across
historical phases of capitalism. Comparison of these boxplots reveals that stateseeking movements during financial expansion/world-hegemonic crisis periods
have higher dispersion, higher means and higher medians than material expansion/
world-hegemonic consolidation periods. As evident in Figure 5, the only exception
is state-seeking movements in Western Europe during the Dutch systemic cycle.
This “anomaly” is partly related to the fact that state-seeking movements during
the crisis of Dutch world-hegemony mostly concentrated in the Americas (e.g.
American War of Independence, Latin American decolonization movements and
other nationalist creole uprisings, Haitian war of independence), whereas on the
European side of the Atlantic, social-political unrest mostly took the form of social
revolts and revolutions (e.g. French revolution).
Table 1 extends this analysis and presents the results of one-way ANOVA, followed by Bonferroni post-hoc test of diﬀerence, and their non-parametric alternatives—Kruskal-Wallis test, followed by Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney)
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Table 1: Comparison of frequency of state-seeking movements by phases of
historical capitalism
All four regions combined
(core and semiperiphery)

Genoese
Genoese
Dutch
M-C-M’
M-M’
M-C-M’
Genoese M-M’ (a) 1.803***
(b) 9.233***
Dutch M-C-M’ (a) 0.666**
(a) −1.136***
(b) 4.838***
(b) −6.830***
Dutch M-M’
(a) 1.504***
(a) −0.298
(a) 0.837***
(b) 7.022***
(b) −1.070
(b) 4.397***
Oneway ANOVA: F(3, 319)=36.49, p<0.001
Kruskal-Wallis: X2(3)=101.081, p<0.001
All four regions combined
(core and semiperiphery)

British M-M’

U.S. M-C-M’

U.S. M-M’

US
British
British
M-C-M’
M-C-M’
M-M’
(au) 25.240***
(aw) 27.015***
(bu) 5.808***
(bw) 21.221***
(au) 5.977
(au) −19.263**
(aw) 7.44
(aw) −19.57**
(bu) 3.970*** (bu) −3.678***
(bw) 15.340*** (bw) −11.097***
(au) 59.421*** (au) 34.181*** (au) 53.443***
(aw) 58.881*** (aw) 31.865*** (aw) 51.432***
(bu) 7.230*** (bu) 4.219*** (bu) 6.808***
(bw) 21.366*** (bw) 10.842*** (bw) 18.266***
Oneway ANOVA(u): F(3, 194)=35.77, p<0.001
Oneway ANOVA(w): F(3, 194)=37.60, p<0.001
Kruskal-Wallis (u): X2(3)=85.376, p<0.001
Kruskal-Wallis (w): X2(3)=865.368, p<0.001

Western Europe
(core only)

Genoese
Genoese
Dutch
M-C-M’
M-M’
M-C-M’
(a) 1.594***
(b) 9.319***
(a) 0.637***
(a) −0.957***
(b) 5.149***
(b) −6.566***
(a) 0.442**
(a) −1.152*** (a) −0.19
(b) 2.824**
(b) −6.446*** (b) −1.815
Oneway ANOVA: F(3, 319)=46.36, p<0.001
Kruskal-Wallis: X2(3)=107.483, p<0.001
Western Europe and
North America (core only)
British
British
US
M-C-M’
M-M’
M-C-M’
(au) 14.261***
(aw) 15.271***
(bu) 5.208***
(bw) 19.328***
(au) 5.35
(au) −8.91*
(aw) −9.07**
(aw) 6.20
(bu) 4.130*** (bu) −2.348*
(bw) 15.712*** (bw) −7.219***
(au) 16.87***
(au) 22.22*** (au) 7.95
(aw) 23.84*** (aw) 8.57*
(aw) 17.65***
(bu) 6.984*** (bu) 2.921** (bu) 5.485***
(bw) 21.166*** (bw) 8.150*** (bw) 15.196***
Oneway ANOVA(u): F(3, 194)=20.66, p<0.001
Oneway ANOVA(w): F(3, 194)=24.90, p<0.001
Kruskal-Wallis (u): X2(3)=66.163, p<0.001
Kruskal-Wallis (w): X2(3)=737.671, p<0.001

Notes: (a) Numbers reflect the diﬀerence between frequencies of row categories and column categories, calculated through Bonferroni post-hoc test of diﬀerence; (b) Numbers are z values of the (nonparametric) two
sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test; (u) Results using the unweighted data from the SSNM
database; (w) Results using the weighted data from the SSNM database; *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001.
Source: SSNM database (Karatasli, 2013).
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Figure 5: Boxplots for state-seeking movements by periods, means and median
Western and Eastern Europe, North and Southern America
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Source: SSNM database (Karatasli, 2013).
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Figure 5 (continued)
Western and Eastern Europe, North and Southern America
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Source: SSNM database (Karatasli, 2013).
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tests—which are more situable for data which are not normally distributed. Both
one-way ANOVA and its nonparametric alternative—Kruskal-Wallis test—show
that there is a statistically significant diﬀerence in at least one of these historical
phases. Bonferroni post-hoc tests and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests show us where
these diﬀerences come from: All financial expansion periods had significantly
greater number of state-seeking movements than material expansion periods that
preceded them; and all material expansion periods had significantly lower number
of state-seeking movements than financial expansion periods that preceded them.
Again, the only exception is state-seeking movements during the Dutch systemic
cycle in Western Europe that we discussed above, where there is no significant difference between material expansion and financial expansion periods. All of these
results are robust to cut-oﬀ points chosen for the beginning and end of financial and
material expansion periods.

Explanation: Three broad mechanisms
How can we explain these patterns? Why do frequency of state-seeking movements
in Western, non-colonial locations decrease during material expansion and worldhegemony periods and increase during financial expansion and world-hegemonic
crisis periods? I argue that pendulum-like movement of global political-economy
and the interstate system swinging back and forth between material expansion and
financial expansion—and between world hegemonies and hegemonic crisis—aﬀect
rulers’ capacity to contain rebellion through eﬀective use of coercion and consent.
Below I will briefly summarize three broad mechanisms: (1) prolonged periods of
crises in the macro-economic sphere which dissolves social and political compacts
made by rulers and subject nations/communities, (2) prolonged periods of crisis
in the geopolitical sphere intensifying inter-state rivalry and warfare, and (3) prolonged periods of crisis in the social sphere producing social revolts, rebellions and
revolutions. Table 2 gives examples of these crises in each systemic cycle of accumulation in capitalist world-economy from mid-15th century to present. In all contentious conjunctures of historical capitalism, these mechanisms have interacted with
each other, reduced states’ capacity to keep conflict under control and produced
many structural opportunities for state-seeking nationalist mobilization.
To explain how these crises aﬀect state-seeking movements, below I will briefly
summarize some of the key causal mechanisms that link these crises to state-seeking mobilization.
Economic crisis and dissolution of social and political compacts
In the macro-economic sphere, stable macro-economic growth or prolonged periods of crisis have major consequences for both state-led and state-seeking nationalism through their eﬀects on the hegemony-building capacity of rulers and states.
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Table 2: Three phases of contentious conjunctures
Systemic cycles

The GenoeseIberian SCA

Spheres of crisis
Macro-economic
sphere
Social sphere
Geopolitical sphere
Macro-economic
sphere

The Dutch SCA

Social sphere
Geopolitical sphere

The British SCA

Macro-economic
sphere
Social sphere
Geopolitical sphere

Examples of
signal crisis
Price inflation
Protestant revolts
Eighty Years’ War
Stagnation of the
transatlantic trade
after 1750s
Revolt of thirteen
colonies
Seven Years’ War

Financial expansion/
globalization
Genoese-led
financialization
and expansion
linking Caribbean
to Indian Ocean

Examples of
terminal crisis
General depression
of the 17th century
Protestant revolutions
Thirty Years’ War

Dutch-led
General crisis of the
financialization and
early 19th century
incorporation of
Western Africa, Ottoman
French Revolution and
Empire, Russia and
Haiti Revolution
Indian subcontinent
into capitalist
Napoleonic wars
world-economy

1929 Great Depression
British-led
financialization; third
Bolshevik Revolution
wave of globalization
and bourgeoisParis Commune 1871
and colonial expansion democratic revolutions
Franco-Prussian War into sub-Saharan Africa
First and Second
(1870–1913)
World War
1873/96 recession

2007/8 crisis

The U.S. SCA

Macro-economic
sphere

1973 crisis

Social sphere

1968 social
revolutions

Geopolitical sphere

Vietnam War

U.S.-led financialization
and most recent wave
of globalization of
the 1980s–1990s

2011 wave of
revolts and revolutions
U.S. war in
Afghanistan, war in
Iraq, Syrian
“internationalized”
civil war

Under conditions of stable economic growth during periods of material expansion
and world hegemonies, states which benefit from the economic upswing will have
more resources to establish “social compacts” through provision of public good or
introduction of socio-economic privileges to contain rebellion. Hence during periods of economic growth, states can contain state-seeking movements more easily because they will have more to oﬀer to their subjects in terms of public goods
(Wimmer, 2013, 37–72), redistribution, welfare and development (Mishra, 1999;
Keating, 2001; Moreno and McEwen, 2005; Derluguian, 2013). States which benefit
from a stable economic growth (i.e. core and semiperipheral countries) can also
establish “political compacts” relatively more easily. This is because when there are
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plenty of resources to redistribute due to a stable economic boom, states can more
easily tolerate the economic costs of providing autonomy or indirect rule (e.g. reduction of taxes or loss of control over local resources) if they need to.
During the material expansion phase of the Genoese-Iberian systemic cycle
(from mid-15th century to mid-16th century), for instance, Catholic Kings and ruler of
Spanish-Habsburg Empire benefited from such economic boom from Transatlantic
trade and managed to oﬀer various social, economic and political privileges to subject kingdoms or “nations” residing in their territories. During the material expansion phase of the Dutch systemic cycle, all major colonial powers managed to keep
secessionist conflicts in settler colonies by oﬀering them economic, social and political privileges thanks to superprofits provided by the Transatlantic trade. During
the material expansion phase of the British systemic cycle, even the rulers of the sick
man of Europe—the Ottoman Empire—managed to preserve its territorial unity by
oﬀering its non-Muslim communities many economic and political privileges (e.g.
Tanzimat and Islahat reforms). Likewise, during the material expansion phase of the
U.S. systemic cycle, implementation of developmentalist policies by many core and
semiperipheral states helped reduce state-seeking movements especially in Europe
and North America. In all of these periods, frequency of state-seeking movements
in the core and semiperipheral regions has rapidly declined.
It would be erroneous, however, to assume that once these social and political compacts have been made, state-seeking nationalist problems are solved for
good. On the contrary, these kinds of social and political compacts can very well
be unmade when existing resources available to rulers start to shrink. Among other
things, macro-economic downturns—which are recurrent features of all financial
expansion periods of historical capitalism—play a key role in this process. Economic
crisis and stagnation conditions in the macro-economic climate (often through its
interaction with other forms of geopolitical and social conflicts) tend to pressure
states and leaders to “unmake” existing social or political compacts. When states
start to take away previously granted social or political rights or privileges, however, they not only lose their consent-making capacities but also provide with major
grievances and structural opportunities for state-seeking nationalist mobilization.
During the crisis of the Genoese-Iberian systemic cycle (spanning from mid-16th
century to mid-17th century), centralization policies by rulers of Europe (such as
the policies of Philip II, which was a response to both the Price Inflation and the
intensification of inter-state and intra-state conflicts) ended up unmaking social
and political compacts (e.g. tax privileges enjoyed by subject kingdoms, regions and
communities) which had maintained unity of the centralizing states. During the crisis of the Dutch systemic cycle, which came to a peak after 1760s, all colonial powers were forced to take away social and political privileges given to settler colonies.
Imposition of high taxes during both Genoese-Iberian and Dutch systemic cycles
has been a major source of grievance by subject kingdoms, nations or settler colonies. A similar pattern was observed during the crisis of the British systemic cycle
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(spanning from 1870s to 1930s). In the case of the Ottoman Empire, for instance,
Ottoman rulers after 1870 could no longer pursue the Tanzimat and Islahat reforms.
To pay their debt to the British Empire, they were pushed to impose further taxes to
the non-Muslim regions of the empire (such as the Balkans), which produced grievances and opportunities for nationalist mobilization against the Empire.
From this perspective, gradual dissolution of developmentalist policies (their
capitalist and socialist variants) starting with the crisis of the U.S. systemic cycle
in the late 1960s had a major role in the rise of secessionist activities in core and
semiperipheral countries (Derluguian, 2013). In their propaganda for secession, for
instance, the Scottish National Party (SNP) today mainly emphasizes the social and
economic benefits Scottish people will receive if they get rid of neoliberal British
policies and if they are provided with the exclusive rights over the revenues from
the sale of North Sea oil. Oil ownership and developmentalist policies, SNP argues,
will boost incomes of Scottish people by 30 percent, provide them jobs and reduce
unemployment. Although SNP’s emphasis on the link between independence and
development issues is not new (Nairn 1977; Breuilly, 1982), the 2007/8 crisis created
a wide platform on which SNP’s message was favorably received by more people
than before.
Geopolitical crisis and escalation of inter-state rivalry and warfare
A similar dynamic can be observed in the geopolitical sphere. Periods of geopolitical stability and crisis also aﬀect state capacity to contain state-seeking movements
through the use of force and consent. When inter-state rivalry and wars are absent
or low in the region, states can more easily turn their attention to internal conflicts
and contain state-seeking movements through coercion. Intensification of wars,
geopolitical crisis and escalation of inter-state rivalries, however, reduce state’s capacity to keep social and political conflict under control through eﬀective use of
coercion and consent. In doing so, geopolitical crisis and wars also produce a fertile
climate for state-seeking movements to challenge existing states using emerging instabilities (Skocpol, 1979; Wimmer, 2013). Competition and rivalry among states
in an interstate system also help state-seeking movements mobilize by providing
them with external aid from rival states as well (Gurr, 1993; Mayall, 1994). Financial
expansion—and world-hegemonic crisis—periods intensify these geopolitical rivalries and produce various structural opportunities for state-seeking mobilization
(Arrighi 1994; Karatasli and Kumral 2013). The Eighty Years’ War and the Thirty
Years’ War during the crisis of the Genoese-Iberian systemic cycle, the Seven Years’
War and the Napoleonic wars during the crisis of the Dutch systemic cycle, the two
World Wars during the crisis of the British systemic cycle and the return of geopolitical conflicts and warfare during the crisis of the U.S. systemic cycle (e.g. War in
Afghanistan, War in Iraq or the “internationalized” Syrian civil war) all produced a
fertile environment for state-seeking mobilization. The Kurds in northern Iraq, for
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instance, managed to mobilize and to gain their de facto autonomy using the destabilization of the state apparatus during the First Gulf War, and gained their federal
government mostly due to the collapse of the Iraqi state apparatus in the course
of the War in Iraq (Lachmann, 2010, 184). Kurds in Syria managed to assert their
self-rule in Rojava using opportunities produced by the Syrian civil war. Interstate
wars also help state-seeking movements mobilize by providing them with external
aid from rival states (Gurr, 1993; Mayall, 1994). Rise of secessionist movements in
Donetsk and Luhansk regions of Ukraine, for instance, cannot be considered independent from the Russian military intervention in Ukraine from 2014 to present.
Since the beginning of the military intervention, Russia’s military and logistic aid to
secessionist minority nationalism in this region has been one of the key factors that
helped secessionist movements mobilize (Beissinger, 2015).
It must be noted that this conceptualization is diﬀerent from conventional approaches which maintain that wars (or inter-state rivalry) would strengthen stateled nationalism by uniting citizens around a political cause and producing a sense
of solidarity through sacrifice, danger and diﬀerentiation from “others” (Tilly, 1990;
Mann, 1993; Centeno and Enriquez, 2016). While it is true that external wars
strengthen state-led nationalism, they do not necessarily weaken state-seeking
movements and provide unity. In states where state-seeking movements exist, external wars might end up producing further polarization. State-seeking movements
can oppose wars of their states especially if these wars harm these communities
politically, economically or culturally. In the 16th and 17th century, the Dutch and the
Catalan rebels in Spanish-Habsburg Empire were extremely critical of wars fought
by the Castilian crown. These grievances, in return, played an important part in
state-seeking mobilization against the Spanish-Habsburg Empire. Likewise, despite
expectations of Tsar Nicholas II, the Russo-Japanese of 1904–1905 did not produce
unity among Russian subjects. On the contrary, it produced a social revolution
against the Russian Empire and strengthened various state-seeking movements (e.g.
Polish movement) in the Russian Empire. It is not a coincident that Bolsheviks who
mobilized a wide spectrum of national liberation movements against the Russian
Empire in the course of the 1917 Revolution considered war as the greatest gift imperialism gave to revolution. By the same logic, today if Turkey decides to declare
war to Syria, this process will more likely to further polarize the Kurdish and Turkish
nationalists residing in Turkey, rather than creating further unity.
Social crisis: Escalation of social revolts, rebellions and revolutions
Escalation of social rebellions, revolts and revolutions in the world is a third major
mechanism that eﬀects state-seeking mobilization on a wider scale. Similar to the
eﬀects of inter-state wars and geopolitical conflicts on state-seeking movements,
emerging instabilities due to the rise of strong social and political revolts, revolutions or rebellions in a region also provide a more fertile environment for state-seek-
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ing nationalist organizations to mobilize and challenge their states. This is mostly
because, like wars and military conflicts, strong revolts, rebellions and revolutions
also destabilize existing states. Likewise, many state-seeking nationalist movements
can also ride the tide generated by other social and political revolutions. Instabilities
created by Protestant revolutions in Europe in the 16th century, indigenous rebellions
of the late 18th century in Latin America, French Revolution of 1789–1799, French
Revolutions of 1830 and 1848, Bolshevik Revolution in 1917 etc. all created opportunity structures for many state-seeking movements in the regions aﬀected by these
great upheavals in extremely complex set of ways. For instance, the Dutch independence movement of 1555–1648 was riding the tiger of Protestant revolts. Creole
nationalism in Latin America in late 18th century and the Haitian Revolution were
influenced by rising tide of revolutions on both sides of the Atlantic; and they further triggered other national revolutions. National liberation movements in Tsarist
Russia in the early 20th century cannot be thought independent from the Bolshevik
revolution. Likewise, today, the Syrian civil war, which provided structural opportunities for mobilization to Kurds in Rojava, must be seen as a part of the Arab Spring
revolutions. Together with Kurds, Berberis in Algeria or South Yemenis in Yemen
also started to use structural opportunities provided by the Arab Spring movements
to mobilize masses for greater autonomy and independence. We must also note that
in the course of these upheavals, some state-seeking movements also emerged as a
reaction to these major revolutions. In the 17th century, for instance, Catholic regions of the British Isles reacted against the spread of the Protestant revolutions
by attempting to declare their self rule. Secessionist movements in contemporary
Ukraine, as another example, are apparent reactions to the Euro-Maidan revolts and
the Ukrainian revolution. If opposition becomes successful in Syria and the Asad
regime is ousted, this would probably trigger an Alewite secessionism in the region.
These tidal influences, however, are not the only ways through which escalation of social movements might contribute to the strengthening of state-seeking
movements. Some social revolutions in world history—such as the Protestant
Revolutions, the French Revolution, the Haitian Revolution, and the Bolshevik
Revolution—have produced new forms of state structures, new state-society relationships, and new ideologies justifying state-formation. These political, social and
ideological innovations, in return, contributed to the development and mobilization of various state-seeking movements in the world through emulation of tactics,
strategies and ideologies and through the external aid coming from these newly established revolutionary governments.4

4

For the eﬀects of French Revolution see Tilly (1990, 107–108).
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End of globalization discourse and return of the geopolitics
in the 21st century
From the perspective presented in this chapter, prolonged periods of crises in economic, geopolitical and social spheres become extremely fertile for state-seeking
mobilizations. What makes these “contentious conjunctures” extremely fertile for
state-seeking mobilization is that these crises in economic, social and geopolitical spheres occur in synchrony with each other, interact with each other and they
produce a much deeper crisis on a global scale. From a world-historical perspective then, the combination of crises in these three spheres is more than the sum of
their individual eﬀects. In the People’s Spring of 1848, for instance, while one could
observe the eﬀects of economic and social crisis on nationalism, the third component—the crisis in the geopolitical sphere—was missing. Hence, we saw a major
wave of nationalist movements in Europe, but these movements were smashed by a
reactionary coalition of rulers (i.e. Holy Alliance) without spreading further. Hence
the frequency of 1848 wave of nationalism was dwarfed compared to what we have
observed in and around 1914, where all crises aﬀected each other and produced the
greatest wave of state-seeking nationalism that the world has seen until that point.
I argue that a major force that interlinks these crises in these diﬀerent spheres in
core and semiperipheral locations is the financialization process (Karatasli, 2013).
Financialization processes emerge as a partial solution to the emerging signal crisis
of systemic cycles of accumulation. In the short term, all financial expansion processes led by leading business and government complexes of the capitalist worldeconomy temporarily created super-profits and temporarily provided growth and
stability. The growth and stability in financial expansion periods, however, were illusionary. In the medium term, all financial expansion processes ended up planting the seeds of a deeper crisis in these three spheres. Hence, in each contentious
conjuncture of the capitalist world-economy, we actually saw not one but two major waves of state-seeking seeking movements: one during the signal crisis of the
systemic cycles of accumulation that preceded financialization processes and one
during the terminal crisis of systemic cycles of accumulation that followed the financialization processes. It is easy to see these two waves in recent decades. The
revival of nationalism in the West in the late 1960s and the early 1970s was linked to
the signal crisis of the U.S. systemic cycle, and the one we have been observing today
is linked to its terminal crisis.
This is precisely why the resurgence of expectations about the final demise of
nationalism during the financial globalization led by the United States during both
Reagan and Clinton eras has been extremely misleading. Like all previous historical
periods of financial expansions, the emerging stability was provided at the cost of
producing deeper crises in economic, social and geopolitical spheres. At the turn
of the 21st century, we started to see that crises in all spheres are coming back. The
2007/8 financial crisis and its global repercussions in the global economic sphere,
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post-2007 waves of social revolts and revolutions around the world (i.e. the 2011
wave of revolutions, Arab Spring, Occupy-type movements, Ukrainian revolution) and return of geopolitical conflicts (i.e. War in Afghanistan, War in Iraq,
Syrian “Internationalized” Civil war) all signal that we are entering into the second
and more chaotic phase of the contentious conjunctures. As in previous historical
phases, these instabilities have been pushing rulers to take away previously oﬀered
social, economic and political privileges (such as unmaking of developmentalist regimes), to rely more on coercive tools to secure their territorial unity and borders.
All of these processes produce not only grievances but also major structural opportunities for state-seeking mobilization in the early 21st century. That’s why from
Scotland to Eastern Ukraine, from Catalonia to Kurdistan we see a resurgence of
state-seeking nationalism all around the world. Whether or not this resurgence will
produce a great wave of secessionism that will surpass what we have observed in the
early 20th century, however, depends on how this crisis of the U.S. systemic cycle and
the world hegemony will unfold in the near future.
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